Fast Cash Jack is wild! It is fast, extreme and unforgiving. Beat the dealer and move on.

When playing Fast Cash Jack, all you have to do is win...period. It doesn’t get any easier than this. Just win.

How to Play

1. Ante All players Ante table limit. These Antes form the Game Pot that players are playing for.

2. Life Tokens The dealer distributes one Life Token* to all players.

3. Deal Each player is dealt a Blackjack hand, starting with the player to the left of the dealer button.

4. Play Hand Players play their hands against the house’s hand.

5. Win or Tie If a player’s hand beats or ties the house’s hand, that player moves on to the next round.

6. Lose If player loses his hand(s) to the house’s hand, without any wins or ties, that player loses a Life Token.

7. Game Over Play continues for subsequent rounds until there is one player left with a Life Token. That player wins the pot, less house’s commission.

*A “Life Token” is just what it sounds like; a chip that represents your life in the game. Lose it, by not winning or pushing a hand during a round, and you are out of the game.
A rotating dealer button is randomly placed for the first hand.

A player needs one win to move to the next round of play.

Players may play two hands, but they are totally independent of one another.

A push (tie) is a win for the player. He moves on to the next round of play.

Splitting requires an extra Ante for each new hand. The additional Ante(s) is automatically added to the Game Pot.

If a player doubles down, he must slide in an additional Ante, which is automatically added to the Game Pot. If the player wins the double down, he is awarded an additional Life Token. A player may not have more than two Life Tokens at any time during the game. A player does not receive an additional Life Token for a double down push, but still moves on to the next round of play.

If all players’ hands lose in the same round, the players with additional Life Tokens move on to the next round. If only one player has an additional Life Token, he wins. If no one has an additional Life Token, the player(s) whose hand is closest to 21, without going over, wins the Game Pot.

When playing Fast Cash Jack, the Blackjack bonus is the return of the lucky player’s Ante, even on a pushed Blackjack.

The dealer has one card face-up, and obviously plays last (regardless of dealer button placement). The house hits all 16s or less, and stays on all 17s or more.

Blackjack beats 21.

If all players agree, the pot may be split accordingly.